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REALISING EVERY HUMAN'S
SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD
With the world's first SYSTEM
for the material basis of life.
.

WELCOME TO CHANGE THE WORLD
TODAY.
The same right to the world is violated all over:

l

.

.The world is full of exclusive rights to areas & resources –.
but there's no correct way to them!.

HUGO.
Pioneers the system that's missing:

.

Fulfilling the same right to the world if practical reasons.
require exclusive rights to areas & resources..

WHAT FOR ?
CREDIBLE CIVILISATION
Do not steal, they say. But today's UNFOUNDED
exclusive rights to areas & resources ARE like stealing.
Time for non-violation at EVERY level !

TRUE ECONOMY
To enable exclusive rights to areas & resources,
all provide their same right to the world. So …
Bring the exchange value to ALL humans !

PEACEFUL WORLD ORDER
Today's "world order" actually isn't an order at all.
Only a conclusive basis enables REAL peace.
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BRINGING MY RIGHT TO LIFE.
Whatever my race, my religion, my way of life, my ideal s … Beyond left or right …
Independent of whatever -ism …
As a human being, I have the same right to the world as all other humans:
The same right to profit from all the world's areas with all their resources.

My same right to the world is always there …
Like the right to oneself, the same right to the world is given by birth. Till death.
No matter what's staged or built on this world.

Exclusive rights to areas have to respect that !
If practical reasons require exclusivity, it must HONOUR the same right to the
world: In IN EXCHANGE with all humans.

So what's needed is a new PLATFORM.
An exchange platform has nothing to do with communism.
Everyone is free to hold exclusive rights to areas or not. And everyone is free to take
the compensations that are offered to all. But a system for it must be there.
My same right to the world can only be honoured with a new, specific system.

And HERE IT COMES …
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HUGO'S PROPOSAL.
A WORLD'S FIRST: A globally scalable negotiation and compensation system
for exclusive rights to areas and their resources.
SYSTEM MEANS: It's based on conclusive principles.
And it works directly on all human's inputs (no amounts dictated by officials).
PLEASE NOTE: This is NOT redistribution. This is EXCHANGE: Being paid
for what one provides, = having money for areas & resources by oneself.
I continuously provide my naturally given same right to the world to enable
exclusive rights to areas … So how do I get the exchange value ?
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
BASIC MECHANISM.
> Who wants to have the exclusive right to an area has to compensate all humans:
> Amount per year, according to the highest offer (= the current exchange value).
UPDATE IN CONVENIENT ANNUAL CIRCLE.
1) Holders of exclusive rights to areas offer their compensation for next year.
2) If others would offer more, they can top it.
3) Holders pay according to the highest offer – or the area goes to those who do.
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
I regularly get an equal share of all compensations from all over the world.
With that, I can always pay my OWN favourite share of areas & resources.

And DON'T LET HOUSES BLOCK JUSTICE …
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Solving the challenge of immobile things.
At exclusive areas, there are usually houses – or other ground-bound investments.
However …
Houses etc. don't change the fact that I provide my same right to the world
wherever they stand. So It takes a solution that considers BOTH:
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
HUGO'S PROPOSAL – INTEGRATION OF IMMOBILE THINGS.
2 elements – 2 amounts:
For providing the same right to the world: Regular compensation to all humans.
For immobile things: Transfer fee from new to old holder in case of change.
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Crux: Without a relation between these 2 amounts, holders could name absurd
transfer fees to deter other offers for the area, then "offer" zero compensation to all.
To save the same right to the world, the two amounts must be RELATED:
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
FOR CHECKS & BALANCES: AMOUNTS IN PARALLEL.
Compensation to all = Fix annual percentage of the named transfer fee.
(So the higher one amount, the higher the other one too.)
PERCENTAGE DEFINED VIA MAJORITY.
All can name their preferred figure, meaning YES to every % up to there.
The highest figure with a majority is the one.
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
By this parallelism, a compensation for an exclusive right to an area may be relatively
high or low (compared to what it might be if houses could fly). But it's all balanced:
I get my share of ALL compensations = I get an average share anyway.
And in USING areas and resources, I can choose what I find most favourable.
Any optimisation of this proposal is highly welcome !
For example …
If someone could find a formula AS IF houses could fly (= a solution that DOESN'T
need the percentage-by-majority-element) that would be especially great !

Very logical – but still VERY NEW …
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A WORLD NOVELTY.
ALLOWING A NEW ARCHITECTURE.
This proposal is clearly a world's first:
Exclusive rights to areas and same right to the world can only be matched via web.
There couldn't be ab web-based proposal before the web. And, more surprisingly,
there wasn't a web-based proposal before Hugo since the web showed up.
Basically new:
First to use the web for COORDINATION DIRECTLY AMONG ALL HUMANS.
Specifically new:
First to REALISE THE SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD VIA WEB.
Especially new:
First to INTEGRATE IMMOBILE THINGS IN A BUREAUCRACY-FREE WAY.

It can't be done in existing ways – neither private nor public.
Since ALL provide their same right to the world, no action of ONE or TWO
can legitimate exclusive rights to areas. – So tools from the private sector won't do.
Yet exchange between all humans to honour the same right to the world has
nothing to do with state activities. – So tools from the public sector won't do as well.
On the same time, doing nothing doesn't help either. Interaction with all humans is
GIVEN. A missing system means constant violation of the same right to the world.

* * * * NEW

- - - - - EXISTING

To end the violation, it takes something new: The BASIC SECTOR !
PRIVATE SECTOR:

PUBLIC SECTOR:

Voluntary interaction –
with humans of choice

Chosen obligatory interaction –
in political entities

E.g. business, social life,
individual support

E.g. public infrastructure,
national social security
BASIC SECTOR:

Obligatory coordination of given interaction – with all humans
Namely: Matching exclusive rights to areas with the same right to the world

And it's time for THE REAL THING …
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HONOURING THE
SAME RIGHT
TO THE WORLD
WRONG SCALE
Within nations or
communities only

CORRECT SCALE

WRONG WAY

PARTIAL WAY

REAL WAY

Better distributed
injustice

Dictated
compensation

Agreement
of the excluded

E.g.

Compensation via taxes:
Namely Henry George

Promotion of principle
(but no systemic solution yet):
Namely Immanuel Kant

Dictated "land reforms"
Areas hold by "good people"

––

Elements/movements in this
direction in several countries

International compensation:
Namely Hillel Steiner

Worldwide
among all humans

Global resource tax, tax by
ecological footprint, etc.

Periodical auction, money to all:
Namely Thomas Spence
PROJECT HUGO
Continuous negotiation
among all humans –
Compensation of actual
exchange value of areas

A just system is more than equal injustice.
"Better distribution" or "better holders" without a new system never helps ALL.
And it's not the way anyway: Better violation is violation all the same.

Negotiation is more than compensation only.
Compensated violation is still violation. (Also, there's no "objective" price for an
area in all its contexts. The actual exchange value only comes up in actual exchange.)

The real thing is consent of all who provide the same right to the world: All humans.
BEFORE the web, that wasn't feasible. Not really, not continuously, not globally.
So Kant e.g. had to give up on REAL agreement (based on actual exchange). And he couldn't really go for the global dimension,
for fear of a despotic world government. – Or Thomas Spence had to limit his visionary thoughts to old fashioned parishes.

WITH the web, real exchange is at hand. A regular rhythm is possible. At any scale:
Global coordination can be done directly among free humans.
The 'highest offer' principle makes consent easy: No one can demand more.
And who wants less, is always free to return the money or to give it to others.
The agreement of holders, on the other side, lies in the very fact they WANT it:
Paying regular compensations for the provided same right to the world is like paying regular rents for a provided apartment –
just on the next higher level.
All can freely decide whether they'd like to hold the exclusive right to the area. But IF wanting it, no one can deny
the highest offer IS the exchange value to pay.

A basis for full variety.
Today's ignoring of the same right to the world – or a proposal with government
dictated amounts – leads to inflexible power blocks. While …
A self-regulating basis enables all types of societies and ways of living on top.

It REALLY MAKES A DIFFERENCE …
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KEY DIFFERENCES TO TODAY.
S Same right to the world
(Same right to use all its areas incl. resources – Within limits of environmental protection)

TODAY S VIOLATED

HUGO S FULFILLED

NO SYSTEM to coordinate
E among all humans

NEW SYSTEM to negotiate
E among all humans

NOT CREDIBLE
√

I

NOT CONSISTENT
to non-violation principle in 'do not steal'

MATERIALLY WRONG

CONSITENT
to non-violation principle in 'do not steal'

II

NO COMPENSATION
even if it has a high exchange value

NO REAL WORLD ORDER
NON-CONCLUSIVE
arrogant distribution of territories

CREDIBLE

MATERIALLY CORRECT
COMPENSATION
as soon as it has an exchange value

III

REAL WORLD ORDER
Conclusive,
peaceful distribution of territories

E Exclusive rights to areas
(Property with respective bundle of rights and duties - As defined by spatial planning)

It makes a huge difference whether exclusive rights to areas come by
VIOLATION of the same right to the world – or go HAND IN HAND with it.

Starting with CREDIBILITY …
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What
for I)

CREDIBLE CIVILSATION.
CREDIBLE RIGHTS SYSTEM.
CREDIBLE ECONOMY.

Today, civilisation may look nice on the surface. But underneath, there's a black hole:
"Stealing NO – violating the same right to the world YES."

Correct negotiation of exclusive right to areas: As important as 'do not steal'.
'No transaction without agreement of those who provide something.'
That's the principle behind 'do not steal'. And the very same principle also means:
'Do not claim exclusive rights to areas without agreement of all humans –
who all provide their same right to the world.'
With a system for coordinating exclusive rights to areas among all humans,
civilisation gets credible: 'No stealing – no violation of the same right to the world.'

A consistent rights system.
Today, the rights system is downright contradictious: Violating the same right to
the world is allowed – but violating the violation-based exclusivity is forbidden.
With correct exchange, the rights system gets it right on BOTH ends:
Exclusive rights to areas are respected if the same right to the world is honoured.

True procedural justice.
Today, with no apt system for areas, the economy is based on something like theft.
That's not market. That's not cooperation. That's nothing anyone can be proud of.
With an apt system, procedural justice starts where it matters most:
At the very basis.

Correctness also matters MATERIALLY …
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What
for II)

MORE MONEY.
MORE LIVING AND WORKING OPTIONS.
MORE DIGNITY.

Today, material life is distorted:
On one hand, one pays for using areas & resources in rents, products, services …
On the other hand, one gets nothing for providing one's same right to the world.
Unless one holds an above-average share of areas, one has a NEGATIVE BASIS.
A correct material basis only materialises with a system for areas & resources.

Vital development.
If compensations flow properly, about 90% of all humans are better off straight away.
A SIGNIFICANT step:
If everyone profits from an average share of areas & resources, no one starves.
And the menu of options in life gets richer for all.

Potentiation.
On a proper basis, there can be more added value too.
And areas & resources will always be important. Also in a 'digital' world:
Food & clothing, housing & equipment, energy & transport etc. is physical by nature.
And if less work force is needed and paid for by OTHERS, an independent basis is
more decisive than ever !

100 % effectiveness.
However one pursues happiness (be it via market, cooperation or sufficiency,
be it furious or relaxed) realising the same right to the world sets the best basis.

Saving costs.
A conclusive system reduces transaction costs. E.g. less military. Less expenditures
for access to living spaces and working options. And: Less damages to repair.

Gaining freedom.
On top of all material benefits, an independent basis advances one's dignity.

Not to forget the WORLD ORDER …
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What
for III)

REAL WORLD ORDER.
REAL PEACE.
REAL SPECTRUM.

Today's "world order" isn't an order at all. It shouldn't be force (as among animals) –
but at exclusive rights to areas, it isn't mutual agreement either.
All there is are shallow alibis for violating the same right to the world.

From one-sided alibis to actual agreement.
Don't remain in the middle of nowhere: For a real world order, the world has
one more round to go !

False right, false peace – real right, real peace.
Even without war: As long as the same right to the world is systematically violated,
the existing reality is false peace.
Real peace requires a clear criterion for who gets what, based on the same right to
the world. (Them violation is a common crime not worth committing.)
Good people make things less bad. But true peace only comes by a good system.
So don't just pray for good souls. Install the violation-free system that's missing.

No incentives for violence.
Some say "but classical wars to conquer other countries are diminishing anyway".
However, rewarding violence by not having to pay compensations REMAINS fatal.
Civil wars, political violence etc. may often exploit religious or ethnic emotions. But there are still material interests behind it
(maybe not directly for areas & resources, but to get in the positions that profit from them).

If there's no free gain by holding areas & resources – and if one profits from
them anyway – there's no point to spend money on violence.

Esprit instead of aggression.
If the distribution of territories isn't based on brute power anymore, today's dull
"strong man" concept gives way to a wider spectrum of qualities.
With a balanced system, the world becomes less one-sided. Inspiration brings
more than aggression. And feminine, creative and constructive sides catch up.

And the whole thing is NOT FAR AWAY …
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'IT'S HERE AND NOW, STUPID':
VIOLATION EVERY DAY.
CHANGEABLE ANY DAY.
"Exclusive rights to areas started in the past – so too late for a just system anyway".,
some say. But hey …
If a worker would forget to demand his salary forever because he started in the past,
he would be called stupid. Same thing with providing one's same right to the world:
Now that being compensated for providing one's same right to the world is
possible, it would be stupid to forget it forever.

No need to turn back the wheel of history – just turn in FORWARD.
As long as there's no continuous exchange with all humans, exclusive rights to areas
violate the same right to the world every day.
On the positive side, resp. looking FORWARD:
Continuous exchange with all humans ISN'T expropriation. A per-time-rate for
what's provided is as natural as in renting an apartment – just on the next level.
The new system can start from where one stands. Start the offering, and all
can arrange things the way they wish.

And one can switch to justice WITH THE BEST CONSCIOUS …
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NO FALSE EXCUSES PLEASE.
WHATEVER, THE SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD.
WAITS TO BE FULFILLED.
Realising the same right to the world was historically impossible … But exclusive
rights to areas were necessary. So people had to twist and turn things anyhow.
Better FORGET all that twisted impossible "arguments" that are still in the air !

Don't confuse reasons FOR exclusivity with reasons for WHO & HOW.
Exclusive rights to areas aren't automatically just just because they're necessary.
Citing FUNCTIONS of exclusive rights to embellish WRONG CONDITIONS is pervert:
Because exclusive rights are NEEDED (from clear situation to personal freedom),
it's all the more important that ALL can profit.
This ISN'T against exclusivity. This is about A CORRECT SYSTEM for it.

Compensations to all aren't "already paid".
Whether it was robbed or a transfer fee was paid matters for the predecessor.
But it doesn't make a difference regarding all humans.
TWO DIFFERENT STORIES …
BEETWEEN HOLDERS

ONCE PER CHANGE

PER YEAR / PRO RATA

Transfer fee from new to old holder

AMONG ALL HUMANS

Continuous compensation from current holder
of exclusive rights to areas & resources
to all provide their same right to the world)
SO FAR: MISSING

HUGO: FLOWING

And never forget: It's paying AND getting
In sum, only who holds and/or uses ABOVE-average exclusive rights pays extra.
All who hold and/or use BELOW-average exclusive rights GET extra money.

And DON'T FALL FOR WORKING-IT-AWAY OR OCCUPATION …
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The same right to the world can't be worked away.
The connection between work and property ISN'T "work founds property".
It's the other way round: Property (resp. exclusivity) allows to profit from one's work.
3 examples …
The right to one oneself doesn't come from one's work. –
Because one HAS it, one can PROFIT from one's work.
The right to some stuff doesn't come from what one builds with it. –
Because one HAS it, one can profit from the value one adds.
The exclusive right to an area doesn't come from work. –
If one HAS it, one can work there, with good resources and in a good position.
Before citing John Locke's "mixing land with labour" as an argument for having any area for oneself, look at what he added:
The mixing would only be an argument if there would be "as much and as good" freely available for all.
So it can be seen as an honourable attempt to free hard working peasants from moody kings before the web.
But never as a justification for non-negotiated and uncompensated ABOVE-average shares.
If there would REALLY be "as much and as good" freely available for all, the market value of land would be zero :-)

Performance yes, e same right to the world can't be worked away.
Making more out of one's right to oneself, and more one's same right to the world
– incl. getting rich and having a great live in proper exchange – is fine. BUT:
The best working skills don't give the right to kill people … Or to kill
Or to kill everyone's same right to the world.

Occupation is no valid concept either.
Laying hands on something doesn't erase existing rights. And, outspoken or not,
every human's same right to the world is there since humans exist.
If scratching the earth would cancel the same right to the world,
one could as well appropriate someone's car by scratching it :-)

And no, INJUSTICE ISN'T NECESSARY …
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No need for injustice as an incentive.
What about search costs etc. ? While staying there, holders of exclusive rights to
areas profit directly. And as to moving, any costs can be put in the transfer fee.
Any calculation applies for new holders too. So all investments CAN be a gain:
No need to privilege anyone by not having to pay the current exchange value.

And last but not least: It's irrelevant WHY an area has an exchange value.
Any arguing why the money shouldn't go to all, but "only to those who influence
the value of the exclusivity" is pointless.
Arguing to whom exactly the compensation should go would be endless: The poet who praises the region ? Those who wave
with low taxes ? Those who build attractions nearby ? Those who invent engines that need certain resources ? Etc. etc. etc.
Plus, arguing via increasing the demand would be BASICALLY ABSURD. It would mean one could have everything one
demands for free, because that increases the demand :-)

So whether an activity of a holder influences the demand for that area or not
doesn't matter.
I've the right to an average share of the exchange value of all exclusive areas …
Simply because I equally provide my same right to the world !

On the other side: Don't block because THIS SAME RIGHT TAKES A MARKET …
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NO TRAGIC FEARS PLEASE.
IT EMPOWERS TODAY'S POOR.
For some, a market-mechanism with highest offer seems to be quite a shock. Yet:

This market is the opposite of today's in justice.
Highest compensation to all is the opposite of NO compensation to all.
It ensures all profit from an average share. No society ever reached that before.
And no, times weren't better when there was no market – when areas and their resources where held in feudal systems,
far from all humans profiting equally.
The historic mistake WASN'T to make exclusive rights to areas tradeable. The big mistake was to make this trade superficial –
with money only going to some predecessors, forgetting the due continuous compensations of all humans.

The inalienably right is finally honoured.
"The same right to the world is inalienable, so commercialising it is unethical",
some say. That's like "let's steal, because commercial paying is unethical".
If some HAVE exclusive rights to areas, the same right to the world IS touched.
So honour it by taking it in account !

A market is naturally required in this case.
No "market fetishism": It's simply about honouring the same right to the world,
the way it can actually be done.
Commoning etc. CAN'T solve that. Not on that scale. Share everything that's in the fridge makes a different for those in the
house, but no for others. And as it nicely says at the entrance to a commune: 'The commune premises are private area.'

Even if every m2 could be split in 7 billion equal parts … Combining them to areas
that make sense would call for an exchange platform.
And since one wouldn't have time to discuss the exchange of billions of fragments …
One would automatically provide them for the best available exchange value.
So here we are: This proposal corresponds to what's naturally required to
fulfil the same right to the world.

A basic system that allows ALL ways of life.
That setting a proper basis requires an exchange-system doesn't mean the whole
life has to be organised as a market. On the contrary:
Today, one has to trade in one's workforce etc. even when using BELOW-average areas & resources. – On a proper basis, one
can get one's dear place without even touching the money that flows in and out. From hermit to communard if one wishes.

As long as one doesn't use an ABOVE-average share, 0ne is fully independent.

And it's COMPATIBLE TO ALL GOOD THINGS …
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Emotional value ? Counts on ALL sides !
Emotions are great to enjoy one's share even more. But they're no excuse for
depriving others. Or should the whole world go to he who shouts to "love it most" ?
All humans have the SAME right to bring their emotional value into play.
And with correct exchange, ALL can be in their beloved place.

Need-orientated distribution ? Average share anyway – extra support locally.
This isn't a market where many get little because they've little to trade. HERE,
all get an average share because all bring their same right to the world into play.
Needs are only an argument here if some need ABOVE-average areas & resources.
Thus only in health care contexts – and supporting that is done in THOSE systems.

Ecology ? Of course – but on a fair basis !
Should all areas go to those who treat them "most ecological" ? That might sound
like a good idea. But it's a misconception:
The more land someone occupies, the easier it's to be ecological at the expense of others. The most ecological world
would actually be the most unjust: If 1 person would occupy all, and all others would disappear …

The fair way to limit pressure on nature is ground rules that apply for all.
And if all can profit WITHIN them, setting ecological limits is easier than today.

So it's really worth THINKING …
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IT'S NOT BLOCKED BY "THE POWERFUL".
IT'S BLOCKED BY THOUGHTLESSNESS.
Trying
to solve
everything in
non-fitting ways
out of the traditional
private and public sector

The same right to the world isn't violated
because "some bad guys block it".
It's violated because of a huge BLACKOUT.
A blackout among good people as well.

Basic Sector: Blackout

Unseen daily land grabbing.
Many criticise certain forms of 'land grabbing' … But don's see the OMNIPRESENT,
PERMANENT land grabbing that lies in disregarding the same right to the world.

Fast web, slow heads.
54 years after the internet was announced (1963, as 'intergalactic computer network
for governments, institutions, corporations and individuals') there's still …
Not one STUDY about the chance to fulfil the same right to the world via web.
Not one PARTY PROGRAM that actually cares about the same right to the world.
Not one "WORLD LEADER" who thought about the same right to the world.
(As Hugo literally checked from president to pope in 2014.)

United sleepers ?
UN organisation do a lot of humanitarian and cultural good. But as to every human's
same right to the world …
It's not even declared yet in UN documents:
It's not in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Nor in the 1986 Declaration on the Right to Development.
Nor in the Millennium Goals. Nor in the 2030 Agenda.
The absence of the same right to the world in UN pieces is especially bitter since
'rights of man' was originally coined to state all human's continual property in the Earth.
World's only coin with the term RIGHTS OF MAN: Thomas Spence 1795. 'Look out in the blackout': Quadrophenia, The Who.

UN papers name many goals – but miss the best BASIS for development.

So bring the basis UP-TO-DATE …
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ACTING UP-DO-DATE ISN'T "UTOPIAN".
BEST PRAGMATISM ON BEST BASIS.
The worst blockers are excuses for not thinking at all. Like "it's utopian anyway".
Or "forget it, humans are egoists". While in fact …

New option = New potential.
It isn't "naive" to go for an up-do-date coordination system. It's rather naive to
believe that old limits already brought the best.
Improving the basic system should be as natural as improving products and
services on the surface.

Egoism alone calls for change.
Seeing today's shares, for 90% of humans egoism alone calls for a just system !
So the problem isn't egoism. The problem is mental absenteeism.

'No violation' always found a majority.
Every culture says 'no stealing' since long – whether people are egoists or not.
It's a question of SEEING it: Open eyes bring a double majority for a just system.
By egoism AND attitude.

Real pragmatists act on EVERY level.
All want to be 'practice-oriented' these days. But …
'Practice-oriented' WITHOUT thorough development is hardly best practice.
And to all who say "I'm pragmatic, I ride on what's there"… If sitting on a lame horse,
what does a REAL pragmatist do ? Never heal the horse ? On the contrary:
Ride on what's at hand for the day – but care for better days to come too !

:-)
Highest
possibilities
for good activities

Same right to the world fulfilled
areas

So LET'S DO IT …
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WHAT HAS TO BE DONE ?
WHO'S JOB IS IT ?
The technology it takes (auction platform, digital / blockchain land registry , E-ID)
is thriving anyway. It's the THINKING that needs ignition.

No one's job – Part of many jobs – EVERYONE'S responsibility.
Do you work on the same right to the world ? Typical answer: That's not my job.
Literally, that's true:
People work in the private or public sector, while the BASIC sector is still a vacuum.
However, looking at the basis of access and exclusion would be part of many jobs.
In all fields that touch world order, human rights, economic system, COMPARE:
What's actually better – fulfilling or violating the same right to the world ?
That's not yet done. So please start immediately. And …
As long as people die from hunger or war because the same right to the world
isn't taken care of, it's EVERYONE'S duty to call for a proper system.

Money is no problem here.
Good ideas often have to wait because of their cost. This is different:
A good basic system SAVES money.
One can have a big impact without waiting for money. And one can advance
the world without neglecting other tasks.

Turn the tables: Set a deadline to license exclusive rights.
One can't complain about getting nothing if one forgets to demand something.
Customers don't rush for paying if the price tag is zero.
So if one thoughtlessly provides one's same right to the world for free, one will wait
forever for a just system. But if one wakes up …
One has every right to demand that, for being valid, exclusive rights to areas
must be based on exchange with all humans. And to set a quick deadline for that.
Who WANTS exclusive rights will then quickly want a system for it. And quickly pay
the due compensation. Because otherwise the area would become open ground.

Three IGNITION KEYS …
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SHAKE UP THE BLACKOUT.
Asking helps to stop thoughtlessness. To dismantle naivety. To get brains going. So …

TRIPLE A: ASK, ASK, ASK.

E.g. to all who are strangely proud of doing nothing ….

Why are you proud of your irresponsibility ?
Why do you actually support today's violation ?
When will you be able to be innovative ?
E.g. to all who claim to "already do everything" ….

How can you claim to do everything AGAINST POVERTY –
If you don't look at the material basis ?

How can you claim to do everything FOR PEACE –
if you don't go for a violence-free basis ?
E.g. to those who find correct exchange "too commercial" ….

Should females get less salary because getting the same
for providing the same is "too commercial" ?

Would unequal profiting of areas & resources be more just
if there would be no money to measure it ?
E.g. to those who find every new idea "utopic" ….

Why do you call something like no-stealing "utopic" –
while people always voted against stealing ?
E.g. to those who blame "the powerful" for blocking everything ….

What did you actually DO to advance the same right to the world ?
And how did anyone actually block you ?
And on a positive note ….

If there's a chance at your doorstep –
when do you let it in ?

And ask for CLEAR CONSTITUTIONS …
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SET PROPER BENCHMARKS.
Most constitutions say "property is guaranteed". But what exactly IS guaranteed?
Empty phrases actually "say violating the same right to the word is guaranteed".
It's OK that constitutions don't contain detailed DESCRIPTIONS of property rights.
But it's n0t OK that they don't hint to a conclusive BASIS.
Demanding clear legitimisation of property would greatly help: It would show
that it takes a basic system that's missing so far.
PROPERTY RESP. EXCLUSIVITY IS GURANTEED IF IT HAS A CONCLUSIVE BASIS

Property in immobile things

Property in mobile things

+

Situated on
correct. E .

Based on stuff from areas with correct. E .
(Or on stuff from free nature or things discharged by owners)

E Exclusive rights to areas
Based on negotiation with
all humans, incl. compensation
of current exchange value

Outline of Proper Property
E.g. for a sounder Article 17 in the UDHR
PROJECT HUGO 2016

Or even WRITE HISTORY …
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WRITE HISTORY.
Like in the early days of ecology, it's a time of 'low hanging fruits'. A time for pioneers.
Every turf still free. No worries about trampling in anyone's field. So go for it !

Where there's nothing, one can be number 1.
If I do the first piece about realising the same right to the world in MY style,
in MY line of thoughts, in MY professional field … I'll be first forever !
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
So who's inspiring ? From note on a napkin to neat master thesis … From furious essay
to full blown study … From hardcore-action to software-solution …
Hugo will document the very first answers to this very quest:

lf realising the same right to the world would be my job: What would I DO ?
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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SOME BACKGROUND.
AND MOVING AHEAD.
Who's Hugo ?
The name doesn't really matter.
For those who keep asking: Hugo's mental father is Jürg Inniger. Swiss mountain man. Happy to think in clear
air with a wide horizon.
Plus lucky to have a wide range of business and social insights. From working for CEO's; from volunteering;
from travelling around the world and meeting fascinating personalities of all kind.
,,

What matters is independence.
So Hugo is symbolic. Not paid by anyone. Not limited by some small "job description". Not bound to fix circles.
Free to think. And free to go where thinking leads.
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What does Hug0 want ?
Get things running.
Hugo has reached his aim when humans …
1 REALISE they have the same right to the world (and thus see and feel today's violation of it is like stealing)
2 SEARCH the best solution to fulfil it (in a joyful, open source an open mind process)
3 GO FOR IT (if his proposal wins, fine – if someone finds a better solution, even better)
*
Academic help ?
On one hand, EVERYONE can think about is. Basic thoughts don't take empiric knowledge. And the mechanism
it takes isn't rocket science.
On the other hand, more academic activity in this field would be nice. That web-based options to this question
weren't studied yet (while they already consider them in climate protection) shows there's a real vacuum here.
Inequality economics e.g. mentions that the distribution of areas & resources IS unequal. But hidden in lists
of all kind of inequalities. And lost in usual political agendas – so suggestions are limited to taxes or subsidies.
Or complexity economics, game theory etc. would have brilliant tools to approach the same right to the word.
But their methods are still mostly used to optimise the quests that are already on the agenda.
Opening a new field – explicit 'same right to the world economics' – might help do gear things up.
Especially if helped by other innovative disciplines like computational social science or digital society.
*
The process natural right > convincing principle > positive right should be reviewed and renewed continuously.
Every App is updated regularly … So why shouldn't old economic applications be brought up-do-date ?!
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Hugo's motivation (beyond justice, welfare and peace).
A great occasion to free human thinking.
Today, it's 'the modern middle ages': So many modern tools at hand – but still so many old patterns in the head !
If one dares to speak of a new system for areas & resources, some panic as if one would attack their holy king.
Or they're afraid to move as if it could alarm some evil forces one better doesn't wake up.
The process of realising the same right to the world is a great chance to break free from old mental cages:
I better take my brain in my OWN hands !

New landscapes at the horizon.
Today, nations etc. follow military criteria. That hardly corresponds to what's ideal for fruitful activities.
On a balanced basis – with PERSONAL sovereignty and profiting from natural wealth IN EVERY CASE –
societies and ways of living can develop in shapes and sizes that really make sense.

Happy to meet the newest generation.
A free mind takes some development. So humans of ANY age can be the newest generation.
Who's first to realise the same right to the world ? Who's most curious ? Who's most agile ? Great t0 meet
the freshest minds first hand !

Play the game NOW.
Living now that historic new progress is possible, it would be a pity to miss the great thrill. As in football:
Why stay in the dull catacombs when there's a wonderful ball out there on the field ?
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How is it with free movement ?
Naturally, the same right to the world includes the right to choose one's place to be. In practice, this may collide
with questions of local social support. However …
If free movement is somehow limited, it's ESPECIALLY important one gets at least properly compensated
for providing one's same right to the word.

Fulfilling the material side of the same right to the world relaxes the whole situation.
If all humans profit from an average share of all areas & resources wherever they are (incl. connected
opportunities and peace) …
No one has to move out of sheer poverty and despair anymore. On the same time, there's more room
to support all humans in need where they feel most happy to be.
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Proper maths for a better world.
Most folks aren't mathematical wizards. Not tragic in itself … But tragic if the world remains unjust because of
false assumptions. Especially if a first reflexes are 180° wrong. Like "highest offer would be bad for the poor".
Mathematical fact is …
Highest offer for every part ensures proportionality over all. And because all GET an equal share of all
compensations, all humans are in the position to pay for an average share. – See below.

To imagine: 2 apples, 2 persons, 1 coin each.
WITHOUT highest offer, one can't be sure to get anything. If 1 person gets 2 apples for free, one gets 0.
Or if 1 only has to pay half the price, he gets 1 1/3 apples, while one only gets 2/3.
WITH highest offer, one certainly gets one's share. If 1 person offers 1 coin for 1 apple, one gets the other.
Or if 1 offers 0.5 coin for each apple, one gets 1 apple by offering 0.5+.
*
And if 1 has a million in his purse, while one has no extra money ?
The common reflex is 1 would get the whole world, while one gets nothing. But with compensation to ALL,
it's a whole different story:
Highest offer to ALL guarantees one can pay an average share. Even if one has no other money.
To imagine: If the millionaire offers 1 million for 1 apple … One can offer 1 million for the other:
2 million offered divided by 2 = 1 million; 1 million in and out = No extra money needed.
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Any alternative to a fix percentage ? Wonders welcome :-)
Regarding the fix percentage between transfer fees and compensations …
Already a great progress compared to today.
Today's situation is actually a fix percentage of ZERO, without any option to bring it to a more apt level.
So a fix percentage that can evolve in a fluent democratic process is a great progress already.
Ideal, however …
Most perfect would be a formula that would include transfer fees AND compensations to all,
but WITHOUT fix percentage (=as if immobile things would be mobile). Any chance ?
Checking the options (see below the line) there probably isn't. But if someone finds one, please tell !

All options for happiness anyway – even WITH fix percentage.
A fix percentage between T transfer fee and C compensation to all means A attractiveness of area and C
may not be exactly parallel. However …

.

One can choose what one favours. And within all types of activities, it's a level playing field anyway.
And is some would "purposely destroy their house to pay less compensations" ? That would be THEIR problem:
They would lose, directly and/or transfer fee when moving – and others would offer good C for good A anyway,
plus PROFIT form rebuilding the house.
The fair way to live in attractive areas at relatively low costs, naturally is to share big houses with nice people.
Then the SUM of compensations for the area is perfect too: Fine for everyone.

Naming T transfer fee and C compensations to all INDEPENDENTLY ?
" Holders could kill C . By naming T ∞, C 0.
(No one else offers C . Because no one wants to pay ∞ T .)
Formula with some TOTAL of T and C ?
T + C ?
" Holders could kill C . Via T ∞ + C 0 = TOTAL ∞.
(While holders can name T ∞ because they DON'T have to pay it, no others can do so.)
T – C ?
" Holders could kill C . Via T ∞ – C 0 = TOTAL ∞.
C – T ?
" Others could kill C . Via C X – T 0 = TOTAL X.
(Whatever T holders would name, they would lose.)
T x C ?
" Holders could kill C . Via T ∞ x C 0 = TOTAL ∞.
T : C ?
" Holders could kill C . Via T X : C 0 = TOTAL ∞.
C : T ?
" Others could kill T . Via C X : T 0 = TOTAL ∞.
Only way to save C and T (no other suggestions in sight): T x X% = C .
" The higher one amount, the higher the other one as well.
" Holders don't want to name T too little. Thus C isn't too little as well.
And if holders name exaggerated T , C is extra high (even if no others are interested an more).
" On the same time, no newly interested can take over the area with too little T .
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Worldwide = fully realistic.
"Why care about what's at the other end of the world ?", some say. "And it would only be realistic locally anyway."
But that's superficial. The full reality is:
One provides one's same right to the world around the globe. And one needs compensations from
EVERYWHERE to pay an average share of the world.
Ever heard "why should I care about being paid if a customer lives at the other end of
the world" ? Of course not. If one deserves compensation, distance doesn't matter.
Outer circle: Exchange of mobile goods between humans living in different parts of the world may be
may be everything from intense to non-existent. But …
Inner circle: The connection regarding areas of the world itself is always there.

Most don't yet SEE this connection. But that doesn't mean they don't want money anyway …
Install a proper exchange system – and all can decide THEMSELVES whether they want what's theirs !

No shortcut possible – the world doesn't consist of equal islands.
If the world would consist of self-sufficient islands, with land, resources and humans in identical proportions,
then "local coordination only" would be OK. But nations etc. aren't equal islands.
So it WOULDN'T be more realistic to start the new system "on a small scale":
– Regional magnitudes WOULDN'T show what the worldwide compensations would be.
– It wouldn't cover what's used INDIRECTLY from all over the world.
– With compensations going only to a FRACTION of all humans, exclusive rights would STILL be illegitimate.
– The dimension of a peaceful world order would be LEFT OUT.
The same right to the world is worldwide by nature. So picking single regions would be AGAINST reality.
Better do it full hearted – and get the full picture.

And size is no problem here.
A worldwide network isn't a world state. It's completely different from hierarchical organisations.
So no dark limousines to fear … No dull meetings … No middle man who pursue their own interests …
No matter how many humans live on this world, each human being has every option in a relaxed way.
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It's no risk to go for no violation.
"But shouldn't one test all the risks first", one hears like a choir. Well, well … Test "all the risks" of realising the
same right to the world ? Did they test "all the risks" of no stealing before going for it ?
So don't take potential challenges as an excuse for remaining stuck in today's injustice (which, as "tested" for
hundreds of years, has caused to much misery already) …
Consider what's tricky and what's not in in a positive sense: To move ahead as quick as possible.

Could some "simply not pay" ? No.
Who doesn't pay properly negotiated compensations to all … Simply doesn't have the exclusive right.

Could nations "not take part as a whole" ? Not really.
No nation has the right to steal from all humans – or to allow its inhabitants to do so. Likewise:
No nation has the right to violate the same right to the world – or to allow its inhabitants to do so.
And if there IS a correct option, better don't support a crime.
Inhabitants would be unhappy because they wouldn't get compensations. And holders would be unhappy
because no one would have to respect the non-legitimate exclusivity.
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Two critical points.

(One only theoretical, one actually to watch.).

The obvious challenges are dangers of "legal" 0% compensations where the exchange value would be more.

A majority for 0% ?
The world is far from a majority that would profit from doing so. And that "many would vote against their own
interests because they could be on the other side one day" is nonsense in this case.
Even double-nonsense: 1) Payments for what's provided are different from transfers like taxes or social support.
2) In a continuous process, one can change as one goes.
But couldn't a potentially dangerous ABOVE-average majority arise when wealth gets more widespread in a
just system ? Very improbable. For mathematical reasons alone:
Take any number of persons and the same number of coins, and there's no majority with two coins.
An ABOVE-average majority is only possible if, in average, it's members holds less than 2-times the average.
It's all the more improbable since it would also mean an extremely flat distribution of immobile things (private
AND business etc.) … And since one doesn't have to hold areas oneself to profit from flowing compensations.
Last but not least, there are all kinds of interests that go in another direction.
Many high-performance people e.g. prefer to pay extra for outstanding living over artificially limiting themselves to average.
Or it might be more attractive to get extra money with 90% of average than getting no extra money with slightly over 100%.

And never forget it's also about credibility, conclusiveness and peace: Best if, in sum, compensations to all
correspond to the exchange value holders calculate themselves (in prices of rents, product and services).

Abusive zoning ?
The danger to watch is abuse of zoning. Spatial planning to protect nature, to bring settlements in shape etc.
is important of course. It's OK if the rules apply for all. And it's OK too if locals e.g. define generous public spaces.
(Also if they don't bring compensations: If they're freely accessible, the same right to the world is fulfilled all the same.)

But beware of attempts to PERSONALISED zoning that would eliminate competition for exclusivity that
otherwise WOULD have an exchange value.
All humans would have the natural right do consider personalised zoning non-legitimate – thus free area.
That way, abusive zoning wouldn't be worth committing.
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It's so new it HAS to be new.
With everyone talking about start-ups these days … With so many somehow promoting change … Couldn't one
just follow one of those examples ?

'Opt-in' ? This is DIFFERENT from a social community or a business model.
In social or commercial exchange, it's about getting something one wouldn't get without this exchange.
Thus opting-in is realistic – without having to change the law first.
Here, however, who holds exclusive rights to areas HAS them – under today's laws WIHOUT having to pay
compensations to all humans, no matter how high the exchange value would be. This means:
Opt-in is attractive if holding BELOW-average exclusive rights, with a net gain if compensations flow properly.
But if holding ABOVE-average exclusive rights, why opt for net-payment if current laws allow NOT to pay ?
As long as the law privileges those who grab more, the results of opting into to a just way would be poor.

'Incentives' ? This is DIFFERENT ecological investments etc.
At ecological investments etc., it's about helping to pay for publicly wished installations what otherwise
wouldn't be bought. – Here, however, it's about paying for what someone wants to hold anyway.
It would actually be paying for being paid … Better simply demand to be paid for what one provides !
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Pioneering considerations welcome !
3 ways to start right here:

Confirm or optimise the proposed mechanism: An exciting challenge for all solution finders !
It doesn't take special know-how: The systemic question is evident instantly (see p. 5/6). And don't be afraid:
It's NOT about going into politics :-) One can simply tackle it a fascinating challenge.

Confirm or optimise the suggested structure of 'proper property'.
Again, it's not about complicated data – but basic logics (See p. 23). Whether doing a chart or a description,
it will be helpful to lay new grounds.

'I did it my may': Write history by writing down what YOU would do fulfil the same right to the world.
Important: Go beyond better-distributed-injustice only. And beyond compensation-only (see p. 8). The format is
free (p. 24). But to be really new and really purposeful, it must contain actual agreement of al humans.
4 interesting ways on top:

'Kant without compromise.'
Like to start from an established personality ? Look at Kant, the great professor of LOGICS (and metaphysics).
He logically saw that imposing obligations on others requires mutual agreement (and exclusive rights to areas
obligate others to stay away). So exclusive rights to areas cannot ignore everyone's same right to the world.
Yet, with no web at hand, he couldn't find a way to actual negotiation. So he had to go to the weak construct
that agreement would be there if people would accept a chain of exclusivity derived from original occupation …
Which is a huge compromise in itself. And even that weak "acceptance" was never actually checked, and reality
was often different. Plus, acceptance-by let-it-be doesn't correspond to the promoted courage to THINK. So …
What might Kant logically propose NOWADAYS, with the possibilities of the worldwide web at hand ?

Initiate COMPARISONS: Is VIOLATING or FULFILLING the same right to the world better for peace ?
There are great institutions, highly absorbed by supporting peace in today's world … That is, in as world that
DOESN'T consider the same right to the world. However, they did not yet think about a new BASIS.
What would conflict and peace research come up with when CONSIDERING the same right to the world ?
(And in the same sense: What would development policy or full macro economy come up with ?)

Ask what people REALLY want – after proven UNDERSTANDING of the situation.
One hardly sees anyone who demands money for providing the same right to the world … Seeing that about
6'300'000'000 people would profit if compensations would flow: Do they really don't want what's theirs ?
Please start a scientific survey, counting only answers from who dedicates at least an hour to grasp the context.
Question after passing the respective test:
'Do you want to provide your same right to the world for free – or do you want to be compensated
for what you provide ?'

Open an experience camp.
Could Hugo's proposal be shown in a game ? May would wish so. But there's a small "problem" here …
In a correct system, no one drops out of the game. So a game to show how it works would be endless :-)
It makes probably more sense to enable physical experiences, like a camp. Even on a primitive level (how much
space to use on a territory with a wide variety of attractiveness) one would quickly feel what's logical …
While today's botch could only be simulated by accepting violence – or with an artificial "inequality-generator".
Interesting inputs ? Eye-opening models ? Smart simulations ? Gripping experiments ? Let's see who's
A REAL PIONEER !
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